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ENIGMA BOOKS SERIES AUTHORS, ROX BURKEY AND CHARLES BREAKFIELD
HAVE ROMANCE IN MIND IN KINDLE BOOKS
Two Novels Touch on Romantic Interludes and Much More
Authors, Rox Burkey and Charles Breakfield, whose books, The Enigma Series has garnered
multiple awards from Audio Book Reviewer on www.audiobookreviewer.com, also have books on
Kindle offering a focus on romance and relationships.
The Jewel is the story of deeply enamored Haddy and Otto, who recently discovers that
Haddy can no longer have more children. Even though Haddy adores her daughter, the slope of
depression is evident in their relationship. Otto, who refuses to lose the love of his life, coaxes her to
celebrate her birthday for the first time in four years only to be confronted by thieves after their
joyous celebration. What turn will their lives take now? To find this on Kindle, go to
www.amazon.com/Jewel-Charles-Breakfield-ebook/dp/B08HY8BTBK/.
In Love's Enigma Kindle Edition, readers will find characters Zara and Buzz, who are
hopelessly in love and desperately fearful. Coming from different vastly background, their chance
meeting ignites immediate attraction. Together the two decide to explore their future together and
start fresh while leaving their demons’ behind. Can they leave the past in the past, or is this too
shaky a start to stay committed? This is available at www.amazon.com/Loves-Enigma-CharlesBreakfield-ebook/dp/B08BKR6789/.
The authors also recently successfully funded their Kickstarter Event with support from
their fans and raised funds for their book, The Enigma Threat, Book 12, a TechnoThriller eBook,
paperback, and audiobook. The book was released on January 8, 2021.
With this Kickstarter Community support, the authors hope to achieve best seller status,
gain additional awards, and fund a screenplay to make a film.
The team is also known for their award-winning tales.
The Enigma Source, the authors’ 10th book received the Dan Poynter Global Legacy Award
in four categories in August 2019. The books have also been recognized by the Texas Association of
Authors, and Colorado Independent Publishers Association among other publications and
organizations.
Based in Dallas, Texas, these co-writers have published 11 tech-thrillers in their Enigma
series Their books are available in print and audio formats on Audible, iTunes, and Amazon.
For more information, go to https://www.enigmabookseries.com.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Charles Breakfield: Charles holds a master’s degree and works for a high-tech manufacturer as a
solution architect, functioning in hybrid data/telecom environments. A long-time technology geek,
Charles enjoys writing, studying World War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges. He’s also a fan

of wine-tastings, riding his Harley, and continues developing his woodworking skills. Now included
in people on the move in Dallas Business Journal.
Rox Burkey: Rox has two passions – working with technology and writing. She enjoys working to
drive optimized customer experiences with technology in her role with a high-tech manufacturer.
Texas is home for her and her family. When time permits Rox likes gardening, hiking, sewing,
refinishing antiques, exploring, wine-tasting, and traveling. She loves to listen to people which often
results in odd treasures that come to life in her stories. Now included in people on the move in
Dallas Business Journal.
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Love's Enigma Kindle Edition: Hopelessly in love and desperately fearful!
Zara and Buzz are products of vastly different upbringings. Their chance meeting ignites attraction they
must explore. Even with lies and omissions, they find themselves falling in love. For them it's a good
thing that love is blind.
A defining incident offers the opportunity to explore a future together. They move away from
everything for a fresh start. They optimize their experiences to build a life they never imagined in the
Caribbean. Then their demons’ surface.
Zara distrusts love because of her past. She’s afraid to commit anyone. Buzz wants love, better than
what he’d lost.
Will Zara slip through his fingers? Can they honestly bury their past? And, if those secrets are shared,
will their love be destroyed?

